CORRIGENDUM – I
24.02.2015

Ref : Tender No : EPI/WRO/CON/CDAC/730/0043  Dtd 11.02.2015
Sub : CIVIL works for Construction of Partially completed Building at Centre for
Development of Advance Computing at Pune Campus, Pune, Maharashtra.

Bidders should note the following :
Corrigendum – I  24.02.2015
a. PRICE BID- ITEM No. F-29 Canteen kitchen equipments......... Item Stands deleted.

b. List of Additional approved makes.

c. Facilities to be provided for exclusive use by EPIL for one year or the date of completion
   of the work whichever is later at EPIL site:-

   Electrical Engineer have degree in Electrical Engineering with minimum 4 years of
   relevant experience.

   Mechanical Engineer have degree in Mechanical Engineering with minimum 4 years of
   experience in HVAC work.

   Incase the bidder fails to provide the same, an amount of Rs 35,000/- pm shall be
   recovered from the bills. The appointment of engineers shall be within 15 days from
   acceptance of LOI.

d. The name of the work on Price Bid shall be –
   “WORK:-Civil works for Construction of Partially completed building at Centre for
   Development of Advance Computing at Pune Campus, Pune.”

   All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.

GM- CONTRACTS
LIST OF APPROVED MAKES
(USE WHEREVER APPLICABLE)

Note:

1. The Engineer in charge is at liberty to select any of the brands indicated below. The Contractor should obtain prior approval from Engineer. In charge before placing order for any specific material may approved order any of the "Makes" or "Brands" out of the list below.

2. All material should confirm to relevant standards and codes of BIS and shall have ISI mark.

3. In the case of items for which approved make / vendor is not given below. The Contractor shall with the prior approval of the Engineer. In charge procure the same of the first quality and satisfy the Engineer-in-Charge before use in the works.

4. In case of Contradiction between the approved makes / vendors specified below and mentioned in the Specifications / Bill of quantities. The decision of the Engineer in charge shall be final and binding on the Contractor.

5. The Contractor should use the material as per following list or equivalent.

- Reinforcement Steel : TISCO, IISCO,
- Cement : L & T, ACC, GRASIM, BIRLA
- Ceramic Tiles (1st Quality) : SPARTEK, REGENCY, KAJARIA, BELL, NITCO, JONSON
- Silica Granular Plaster : HERITAGE OR EQUIVALENT
- Synthetic Plaster / Paint : RENOVO OR EQUIVALENT
- Water Proofing Compound : FOSCROCK, IMPERMO, DR. FIX IT
- Plasticizers etc. : MC BAUCHEMEL, FOSCROCK, PIDILITE, CHEMISOL
- Medium Density Fiber Boards : NUWUD OR EQUIVALENT
- Aluminium Sections : INDAL, HINDALCO, JINDAL
- Polyester Sun Control Film : GARWARE OR EQUIVALENT
- Glass : PAINT GOBIN, MODI, FLOAT GLASS
- Mirror : MODIGAURD OR EQUIVALENT
- Hydraulic Door Closer : EVERITE, DOORKING, EVEREST
- Gypsum Board : GYPSUM INDIA OR EQUIVALENT
- Laminate Sheets : FORMICA, RAMMICA, NEOLUX, DECOLAM
- Bitumen Impregnated Board : SHALITEX (M/S SHALIMAR) OR EQUIVALENT

Contractor

Registrar
Mortise Lock & Latch : GODREJ, HARSION
Rolling Shutters : KESHAVRAM, RAMYUS, DHIMANI
Primer : ASIAN, BERGER, J&N
Acrylic Plastic Emulsion (1st quality) : ASIAN, BERGER, J&N
Cement Paint : SNOWCEM, ASIAN
Synthetic Enamel Paint : ASIAN, J&N - 1st Quality
Road Paints : NERALAC, BERGER, ICI
Adhesives : PIDILITE, VEMICOL
Hardware Fittings : EVERITE, ECIE
Sanitary Ware : HINDUSTAN, NYCR, PERRY, CERA
E.W.C. Seat covers : COMMANDER, CHAMPION, GEM DIPLOMAT
C.P. Fittings : GEM, PARKO, JAQUAR, DRIPLESS
Soil / Waste Pipes : RIF, B.C., KESHAVRAM, BIC
G.I. Pipes : ZENITH, TATA, IST, GST
Gun Metal Valves : LEADER ENGG, KIRLOSKAR, GG KILBURN
Flush Valves : JAQUAR, KINGSTON, SHREE VALLABH IND., SEICO
Cisterns : NOMOS, HINDUSTAN
C.I. Sluice Valve : KIRLOSKAR, INDIAN VALVE, LEADER BURN
C.I. Manholes : JAYASWAL, NECO
G.I. Fittings - 1st Quality : ZENITH, TATA
PVC Pipes : FINOLEX, JAIN
Concrete Admixtures : FOSROC, PIDILITE
Antistatic Floor Coating : INARCO, PVC WONDER FLOOR, ARMSTRONG
Raised / False Flooring : SHANGHAI HUILI GROUP CHANGZHOU ACCESS FLOOR CO. LTD. OR EQUIVALENT